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BGX looks closer at values
By Carrie Whitaker
MANAGING EDITOR

'typical college classes focus on
learning material about a subject,
but one program at the
University is trying a different
approach.
BGeXperience, now in its second year, students aim not only
to learn course material, but also
talk about values and how they
are incorporated into life as it pertains to each subject.
How it Got Started and what it is
In September 200(1 a values
committee was formed by
President Sidney itibeau to begin
integrating values into college
experience at the University.
"A good college education
should give students the information they need to deal with
ethical situations they will face
later in life." Don Nieman. director of BGeXperience, said. "A first
rate education helps students

critically think about values and
what to do when there are value
conflicts."
About 125 students participated last year in BGeXperience and
according to Nieman, students
responded positively to the program. This year, the numbers
have almost tripled to around 350
students.
The program offered to freshman includes a three-day orientation (which took place the week
before school this year) and classes that focus on looking at different values and how they pertain
to the course material discussed.
BGeXperience
orientation
allows students to get a chance to
meet one another and the faculty
within the program. They are also
introduced to value vocabulary
they will be using in class.
Each student involved is
required to attend the orientation
and take a course on critical
thinking about values. 20 differ-

ent sections of general education
classes are offered to students but
are not required.
file general education classes
offer class sizes at an average of 25
students and complete requirements just as any other class section would. In each class there is
a focused discussion on how values affect the class material.
"The
best
feature
of
BGeXperience in my opinion is
that students have the opportunity to make connections prior to
class," Bettina Shuford. student
affairs chair of the program, said.
"Because of this, there are richer
conversations and students can
get more involved in class."
What is this about values?

According to Shuford, values
are something individual to each
student. The program will not
enforce any list of values, but
instead encourage students to
determine their values.

"The values are not the
University's Core Values." Shuford
said. "It's not about teaching a
certain set of values, but instead
looking at what they are and critically analyzing what they mean."

Values Vocabulary

Within the classes of
BGeXperience these three words
are used in discussion of different
Who's who in BGeXperience
Many groups of people are topics. Each student is required to
what these three
involved in this program includ- understand
words mean to the discussion.
ing freshman students, faculty
and upperclassmcn.
Value: an abstraction referring
Hie faculty consist of proles
sors who were interested in the to our sense of what is good or
concept of BGeXperience— new right.
professors were not hired to hll
Value Conflict, a clash between
the class sections.
Don McQuarie, teaches an values. This move from values to
American Culture Studies class value conflicts is tremendously
important. It undercuts the idea
for the program.
some people have values,
"This is an interesting idea and that
while others lack them.
it is interesting to teach,"
As long as moral discourse is
McQuarie said. "Some of the Stuseen in that divided light, we can
dents find values very interesting
separate ourselves into the good
and the had. the noble and the
BGX. PAGE 2 evil, thereby making impossible

the consideration nt the basis for
our conflicts and different e&
Once we accept the idea that

acting on a value places us in ten

sinn with certain other values, we
have entered the intricate space
where reflection about values

becomes so challenging.
Value Preference a personal
commitment to a particular value
priority. Another waj to say the
same thing is that a value prefei
ence serves as a personal stance
with respect to a value conflict
For instance, one might want
lii say in an economics class: in
ihis context I would prefer to rely
mi efficiency Instead of social justice to justify my beliefs or behav ior.

Universities crack down on file sharing
ByAleiVeiga
tHt ASSOICIA1E0 PRESS

Students arriving for fall classes
at colleges across the country are
facing new restrictions and stem
warnings to discourage the swapping of pirated music and movies
over high-speed campus Internet
connections.
Some schools are even using
software to choke the amount of
data dial can flow in or out of a
computer when students use
Kazaa and other file-sharing programs.
And in a new approach disclosed yesterday, at least a dozen
universities are exploring ways to
offer students a fee-based music
service whose fees could be bundled with room and board costs.
"We're feeling a great deal of
pressure as a result of what the
entertainment industry is doing
and we're stepping up a lot of
activities to address it," said Jim
Davis, associate vice chancellor
for information technology at the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
Last year, UCLA received
dozens of notices every month
from record companies and
movie studios complaining
about copyright violations.
The Recording Industry
Association of America regards
file-sharing as theft. Last spring
the RIAA settled lawsuits against
four college students who
allegedly offered thousands of

songs for download on their
campus networks. The group is
expected to file several hundred
more copyright infringement
lawsuits this month.
At least 10 universities have
been served with subpoenas
demanding they help the recording industry identify possible targets of such lawsuits, according
to the Electronic Frontier
foundation, an online civil liberties group.
Overall, RIAA President Gary
Sherman said he is gratified by
the anention copyright violations
arc getting on campuses.
"There's a world of difference
this year than just a year ago in
terms of the seriousness that universities are taking this issue," he
said in an interview.
In a conference call yesterday,
Sherman said the RIAA has not
threatened to sue schools themselves but has instead spent more
time persuading them that stopping file-sharing "is the right
thing to do."
Many universities are also
eager to keep their computer networks unclogged by the transit of
huge song and movie files.
Sharing of music files is a crucial issue for the industry, which
claims the practice is largely
responsible for a 31 percent drop
in CD sales since mid-2000.
The industry has begun to
embrace for-pay download services, particularly the successful

Apple iTunes for Macintosh users
that requires no subscription fee.
But a successful Windowsbased service for the vast majority of home computer users has
not yet emerged.
Meanwhile, though, several
universities arc exploring ways to
make music-downloading services available to students at a
cost that could be incorporated
into room and board fees, much
like cable TV and newspaper
delivery fees.
"If music is that important to
our students, some of the things
we might do is simply provide the
music to them, by contracting
with an online service for either
streaming, so students can listen
to it whenever they want, or perhaps to download, maybe even to
make a copy," said Graham
Spanier, president of Penn State
University and co-chair of a committee of college and entertainment officials working together
to stop song-swapping on campus.
The more visible tactic this fall
is schools' increased mention of
the issue in student orientations,
e-mails and ads in campus newspapers.
"When I first got here, there
was no real warning given to students," said Errol Wilson, 20, a
junior at the University of
Southern California. "Since then,
it seems like they've definitely
beefed up."

Oamian Oovaiganes •'■' ' h

BOLD LEAD IN: Andrew Shepherd, a film student at University of Southern California, talks about the
importance of copyright enforcement Tuesday.

Wilson, who has downloaded
about 200 songs, said USC
warned him about his file-sharing when he was a freshman. But
he hasn't received any other complaints since he changed his
computer's settings to block others from uploading music from
his hard drive.
Sherman praised technological strategics in place at some
schools, like the University of
Florida's filtering program that
blocks song-swapping. Ohio
State University forbids all server-

based applications by students
living on campus.
But some schools appear to be
cracking down only on the egregious file-swappers.
At the University of California,
Berkeley, which received a subpoena request in August, students in campus housing must
undergo orientation on copyright
infringement before getting a
university Internet account.
UC Berkeley also limits the
data students can send or receive
over the Internet to five gigabytes

a week.
If they exceed it twice, they can
lose their Internet access. That
limit would nevertheless permit
students to download four
movies and 200 songs a week.
"There are a lot of legitimate
reasons for file-sharing," said
Berkeley
spokesman
Bob
Sanders.
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Drivers on campus face new rules
Allison Halco
CAMPUS HEWS EDITOR

Students will be seeing fewer
vehicles on campus this semester, as a result of an idea originated by the Undergraduate Student
Government.
"It will be nice to keep vehicles
out of pedestrian areas," Josh
Kontak, USG president, said. "It
will make the campus much
safer."
As of Aug. 25, vehicle traffic has
been greatly restricted on campus sidewalks, plazas and lawns.

Deliveries are no longer allowed
on campus, and vendors on campus without displayed vendor
placards risk a citable offense by
University police.
However, some exceptions will
be made, as permits are being
issued for special circumstances,
and emergency vehicles are not
restricted. Grounds department
vehicles will still be allowed to
travel where needed as well.
Those vehicles allowed on campus will have to follow a five mile
per hour speed limit.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

This legislation comes as a
result of concerns raised to USG
about the potential safety threat
posed by vehicles being allowed
on campus.
"There is a potential for someone to seriously get hurt (from
vehicles driving on campus], and
this will take that potential out of
the picture," Kontak said.
"The University has close to
20.000 students on campus, with
an additional 2,000 faculty and
staff members," Bryan Benner,
who is in charge of the task force
FRIDAY
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tackling the vehicle restictions,
said. "We need to provide a safe
environment for all of the people
who work and study on the campus."
The new restrictions also
encourage the University's development as a pedestrian campus
and help reduce maintainance
needs on campus, as vehicles
tend to tear up the grass and
harm the sidewalks on which
they are driving.
So far, the response to the
restrictions has been positive.
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"We've had good cooperation
from our staff," Benner said.
Last spring, USG passed legislation calling for the issue of vehicles being allowed to drive on
campus to be resolved for safety
reasons. The University supported the legislation by creating a
task force to follow through with
the idea, resulting in the new
vehicle restrictions.
"I think it's going to help a lot,"
Kontak said.
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Water outage
Water service in
Offenhauer West will be shut
off today from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. The outage is necessary
to fix a faulty valve on the
fourth floor.

SUNDAY
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Frazee Avenue, between
I Inn si in Avenue and North
College Drive, will be closed
to all dim traffic beginning
tomorrow. The Bowling
Green Water and Sewei
Division will be performing
sewer maintenance in the
area. The work is anticipated
to take no longer than one
day to complete.
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BGeXperience student enrollment triples Colombia's beloved t>OOZe
BGX, FROM PAGE 1

and although I am not sure it is
for all Students it can ho very valuable."
MCQuarie and the other faculty
members work with an upperclassman who act as poor facilitators for each class section.
The students who are peer
facilitators have been successful
here at the University and they
convey information to students
as to what the University "ill ask
of them," Nleman said. They are
close in age and this is good for
tlie new freshman."
One of the peer facilitators,
Peter Kuebeck. a senior history
major, said the relationships
made through BGeXperience are
invaluable.
"The students have a friend
that can help them out," Kuebeck
said. Upperclassinen know
things about campus the freshman need and want to know. I
feel good knowing I can help
them when it's needed."
And according to surveys that
Nieman
has reviewed,
students
.Miuian IUIS
ii-wi'wru. Mulleins

"I'm from
Pittsburgh, so I
was worried about
meeting people on
campus before
classes."
MEGAN JOHNSON, FRESHMAN

agree,
" 1 be orientation surveys show
that so far things have been very

successful mis faD,''he said
Megan lohnson, a freshman
participating in BUeXpericnce,
decided to try out the program
when her academic advisor suggested it during scheduling.
"I am from Pittsburgh, so I was
worried about meeting people on
campus before classes," lohnson
said. "1 thought it was a good
idea."
Along with meeting people
lohnson said she thinks values
are important in college classrooms and beyond. "I have
already had conflicts hen; at
school and what I have learned

has really helped. Values are
something you are almost forced
to look at and now I can use what
I have learned from class and
apply it in situations I face."
The next step
According to Nieman, the program is just getting started and
plans on growing next year.
"The committee has envisioned this as something we can
do for all incoming freshman,"
Nieman said. "Hut we needed to
start small to see if it would work
hcfort' we rolled it out for all 3,.r>00
freshman students,"
Getting hall of the freshman
class involved is the goal for next
year. Nieman said.
When the freshman program
is complete the committee plans
on making a program for the
upperclassinen as well.
"In my opinion everyone loses
il we don't find ways to make a
higher quality of education for
students," Nieman said. "This
program enhances the undergraduate experience."

Poor cooperation between utilities
contributed to blackout, executive says
By H. I0SEF HEBERT
IKE ASSOCIATED PRE SS

WASHINGTON — A breakdown in communication and
cooperation among Midwest utilities contributed significantly to
the worst power blackout in U.S.
history, a Utility executive has told
congressional investigators.
Government and industry officials, testifying at congressional
hearings that begin Wednesday.
will say it's too early to pinpoint
the cause for the Aug. 14 blackout
that cascaded from Ohio through
Michigan and into Canada and
then engulfed New York state.
But in a letter to I louse investigators, the chief executive of a
major Michigan utility says he is
convinced that a power plant
shutdown and transmission line
failures in Ohio "were the triggering event for the blackout" and
that an "apparent failure in communication" was a major reason
the problem spread.
"For some reason, the required
level of communications and
coordination failed on Aug. 14,"

Anthony Farley |r„ chairman and
chief executive officer of DTE
Energy, wrote the I louse committee. Me said this "apparent breakdown
in communications
between the Ohio Utilities and
other utility systems" must be
addressed.
lUirley, whose Detroit Ixlison
serves 5 million people in southeastern Michigan, complained
that "Michigan utilities did not
have timely or adequate warnings about deteriorating systems
condition in Ohio" during the
hour before the blackout.
He said Detroit Edison did not
begin to detect anything unusual
until 4:06 p.m., five minutes
before the blackout hit full force
in all or parts of eight states.
Investigators said the first of five
transmission line failures in Ohio

began occurring an hour earlier.
In a separate letter to House
investigators, FirstEnergy Corp..
the Akron, Ohio-based company
whose generating plant and
transmission line failures have
been at die center of the blackout

investigation, dismissed the
notion that a single event triggered the blackout.
"The events of the day were
extremely complex and involved
thousands of separate and discrete incidents across a widespread multi-system region," H.
Peter Burg, lirstFnergy's chairman and chief executive, wrote
the committee. "Trying to pinpoint a single event is the wrong
focus."
Separately, executives of the
International Transmission Co.,
which operates transmission
lines in Michigan, has complained that he did not receive
even "a courtesy call" from Ohio
utility officials about line problems in that state prior to the
blackout.
The House hearing on
Wednesday will be the first congressional inquiry into the blackout, which has caused renewed
interest in Congress to take steps
to increase the reliability of the
country's aging power transmission systems.

Get involved capturing
student life at BGSU!

threatened by price hikes
By ANDREW SELSKY
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MANIZALES, Colombia — For
centuries it has fueled their
binges, triggered their hangovers
and supposedly cured their colds.
So it has come as a shock to the
producers of aguardiente, or firewater, that Colombians are starting to sour on the national drink.
Hit by tax increases, shifting
tastes and the competitive forces
of globalization, aguardiente
sales have fallen 34 percent
nationwide since 1994 — from
9.9 million cases to 6.6 million.
Ever since the mid-1600s,
when the king of Spain tried to
ban it, aguardiente has been
Colombia's beloved booze. Drunk
from crystal shot glasses in woodpaneled lounges or from plastic
cups in honky-tonks, aguardiente
knows no class boundaries.
Colombian emigrants become
downright misty-eyed when they
mourn the scarcity of aguardiente in their adopted homelands
"What am 1 without aguardiente? I'm a nation without people, a tree without roots," a
Colombian living in the United
States once lamented in a now
famous poem.
Andean farmworkers often
carry a flask to ward off the frosty
air. Step into a bar, and among the
beer guzzlers and whiskey sippers you'll see people knocking
back shots of the sweet anise-flavored liquor.
"It's not a sipping drink. You get
a table and a bottle and sit there
until it's done," said Pablo
Kobledo of the Caldas Liquor
Industry, which produces Cristal
aguardiente, a best-selling brand.
Time was, you couldn't get
Colombians off aguardiente.
Colombia's Spanish colonial
rulers banned aguardiente in
1693, fearing it led to moral decay.
The colonists ignored the ban. In
1700, the Spanish crown admitted defeat, and monopolized the
industry.
The colonists didn't much like
his majesty muscling in, and scattered rebellions erupted across
the land, but the controls
remained tight until Colombia
won independence in 1810.
Many Colombians can sing by
heart a song that is almost as
sappy as the drink itself: "Give me
an aguardiente, made of the sugarcane of my valleys and the anise
of my mountains. Don't serve me
a drink from abroad which is
expensive and doesn't taste as
good."
But today, aguardiente is facing
competition from beer, which
costs about the same; mm, which
is only slightly costlier: and
imported wines and spirits,
which are less expensive with the
easing of trade tariffs.
Aguardiente is also heavily
taxed. In Caldas state, about 60
percent of the price of a bottle of
Cristal goes to taxes, Robledo
said.
The Association of Liquor
Manufacturers recently warned
state governors that tax increases
of 33 percent in the past decade
are driving prices too high, that
medical and education programs

Luis Benavides AP Photo

BOLD LEAD IN: Cutline goes here fill the space so that the cutline
fills the space.

financed by aguardiente levies
would be jeopardized and the
whole industry "could go broke."
"That would be a shame,
because if aguardiente goes, the
country will be losing a national
symbol," said association spokeswoman Luz Maria Zapata.
Another challenge looms in the
shape of the Free Trade Area of
the Americas, which is supposed
to knock down tariff barriers. If
Colombia doesn't sort out its
aguardiente policy by the time
the pact is comes into effect —
slated for 2005—the industry will
be in even worse shape, Robledo
said.
"There are a lot of threats out
there," he said. "We need to pinch
ourselves, or we're going to
drown."
So producers are coming up
with new versions

To make aguardiente, molasses
is trucked in from Colombia's
sugarcane fields near the Pacific
coast to the distilleries, where it is
mixed with anise. Distillation
converts the sugar to alcohol,
with most aguardientes weighing
in at about 60 proof. More sugar is
then added to give aguardiente its
trademark sweetness.
The Caldas distillery, at the
base of a thickly forested mountain outside Manizales, now
makes Sugar-Free Cristal — one
calorie per glass.
A billboard above Manizales'
streets proclaims: "Aguardiente
Cristal. No sugar. No regrets."
Nectar, a top brand produced
in Bogota, has a new, smoother
"Blue Label" version for the
upscale market. The distillery also
plans to introduce a sugar-free
aguardiente.
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Laura Bush to visit first ladies' library
WASHINGTON (AP) —The first lady will help dedicate
a new educational and research center at the National
First Ladies' Library.
Laura Bush is planning to be in Canton, Ohio, on
Thursday for the dedication, her office announced
Tuesday.
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
httpV/events.bgsiLedu

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Impressions: Surface Threads
Fiber presented bv the libers
Program in the School of Art.
Student Union Galleries

1 - 5 p.m.
University libraries Open House
1st Floor lerome Library

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Through the Needle's Eye
Willard Wankelman Gallery

2:30 - 5 p.m.
Office
of
Academic
Enhancement Open House &
Welcome
101 University Hall

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
BGSU
Outdoor
Program:
Adventure Lxtravaganzaa!

3 p.m.
library Welcome Reception
2nd floor lerome library

Sudan Union Looby
3 -4:30 p.m.
Multicultural Si International
Student Welcome Reception
2nd Floor Jerome Ubmry
Southwest Deck

10 a.m. - 5 |).in.
Bowling Party Info, table
Student Union Lobby
11-11:30 a-m.
Library lours
1st floor Jerome Library

4-7 p.m.
InterVarsity Christian fellowship
Info, table
Student Union Ixibby

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
ANO Promo Table
Student Union Lobby
Noon
Education Abroad Informational
Session
U09OjJenhauer\Vest
Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: In-Gathering
Vie Women's Center
1 p.m.
University libraries Open House
Jerome library

5-8 |i.in.
Multicultural Expo
Student Union
5 - 6 p.m.
Getting to Know Your Faculty
Student Union
5:30 -6:30 p.m.
Wild Wednesday Perfonnance
Student Union Falcon's Nest
6-10 p.m.
GPA Training
144 Business Administration

New Catholic university
opens in Naples, Florida

^^k
^^^^^^^^

6-10 p.m.
AUDITIONS for "Fiddler on the
Hoof
405 University Hall
6-10 p.m.
AUDITIONS for "The Iaramie
Project"
1st Floor University Hall
6 p.m. -10 p.m.
AUDITIONS for "Times Square
Angel"
411 South Hall
6-10 p.m.
Call-Backs for "Fiddler on the
Roof
405 University Hall
6:30 - 7 p.m.
library Tours
1st Floor Jerome Ubmry

Daniel Barry. AP Photo

8 p.m.
CANCELED: Faculty Artist Series:
Rosemary Williams
Moon Musical Arts Center

By Dayna Davidson

(U-W1RE) BERKELEY, Calif. As a college freshman there is a lot
to look forward to - meeting new
people in the resident halls,
scheduling classes after noon and
no more curfews.
Along with all the exciting
things that accompany being a
college student, there is also the
"Freshman 15." It is that popular
phrase often referred to while eating pizza at 4 a.m.
Students joke about the weight
gain like it won't effect them, but
each and every student could
face this during their transition
from high school lunches to allyou-can-eat campus dining halls.
So how strong is this fattening
force? Is everyone's freshmen
year destined to be cursed by the
"Freshman 15," or are there ways
to escape what seems to be an
inevitable weight gain?
On a calming note, research
shows that the estimated 15
pounds of weight gain may actually be more like five to 10
pounds. I lowever, the number of
students experiencing this weight

gain is still great.
According to a recent study by
Cornell University, college freshmen gain an average of 4.2
pounds by the end of their first 12
weeks on campus. Researchers
assessed the weight gain of 60
Cornell first semester students.
They were weighed at the beginning and end of their first 12
weeks of college. A freshman, on
average, gained about 0.3 pound
per week.
Although 0.3 pound a week
may not seem like much, it adds
up; and before students know it,
the jeans they wore comfortably
as a high school senior won't zip
closed.
It is important to understand
that there is no need for students
to obsess over everything they
eat, or spend hours at the
Campus Recreation (Center in
fear of weight gain.
Researchers attributed the
weight gain of 0.3 pound a week
to the consumption of an extra
174 calories a day. Therefore, cutting out a late night snack or giving up minutes in the dining hall
may be all it takes to prevent
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Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available

JOHN NEWLOVF. REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.iohnnewloveresleitate.coin
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NAPLES, Fla. — Ave Maria
University, the nation's first new
8-11 p.m.
Roman Catholic university in
Falconpade
Open
Skate four decades, opened yesterdayAdmission is free with a valid With a Mass with attendance of
Student ID.
101 students at its temporary
Ice Arena
campus.
Tne university was established
8 p.m.
by Domino's Pizza founder
lor the Kids! Dance Marathon Thomas S. Monaghan, who has
Information Session
devoted himself to Roman
314 Student Union
(lathoUc causes since he sold the

pizza chain In 1998.

Avoiding the freshman 15 is
as easy as one, two, three
DAILY CALIF0RN1AN

WELCOME PRAYER: Alter Server Paul Dittas. front right prays with Ave Maria University students prior
to noon mass on Tuesday. Sept. 2,2003 in North Naples. Fla Ave Maria University, the nations first new
Roman Catholic college in tour decades, opened Yesterday

weight gain. At least 30 minutes
on cardiovascular equipment
twice a week is enough to bum
extra calories that were hard to
say no to the night before.
It really can be as simple as giving up some extra calories at dinner or burning some extra calories in the afternoon. Though it
may seem inevitable, the
"Freshman 15" is avoidable.
To prevent the freshman
pounds from creeping up, students can stay mindful of diets
and stay active. Walking or riding
a bike to class, and drinking water
are two simple ways to help.
Try to stay on a regular eating
schedule, and avoid skipping
breakfast and indulging in late
night dinners. Consider signing
up for an intramural team on
campus in order to stay active.
lust don't get sucked into the
obsession of counting calories
and clocking every minute on the
treadmill. With this in mind enjoy
gaining friends, knowledge and
experiences this year, and forget
about gaining the weight.

"It's an extraordinarily exciting
day because it's a culmination of
a yearlong effort," university
President Nicholas I. Ilealy said.
"It's a very satisfying achievement"
Classes will be held in a development in North Naples until the
school's S22()-million permanent
campus is completed in the fall "I
2006. The interim campus, originally intended to be a senior citizens center, includes student and
faculty housing, a library, a computer lab, a student center and a
chapel, as well as faculty and
administrative buildings and athletic fields
The permanent campus will
cover about 750 acres east of
Naples and include a town, also
named Ave Maria, and a golf
Pnologiaphei Name BG News
course built on an additional
5,000 acres. School officials hope DING DONG: Father Joseph Fessio, the chancellor of Ave Maria
for an eventual enrollment of Universiy rings a bell prior to mass on Yesterday.
5,000 students.
Bob Klatt, a 19-year-old sopho- he said. "The cons... well, there's College, the new school's sister
more who transferred from the not a lot of people here. SO once institution.
College of DuPage in Glen lilyn. you meet everybody, there's not
Illinois., said he first heard of Ave more people you can meet, liui
DON'T FORGET TO
Maria University after it was pro- thai will change.'"
During
Tuesday's
Mass,
the
filed on the cover of a Catholic
VOTE ON
students committed themselves
magazine.
to
the
university's
code
of
honor.
"1 thought, 'Wow', this is even,
WWW.BGNEWS.COM
Faculty member S will also take an
thing I wanted," he said.
Klatt said he is not put oft by oath of fidelity to the church.
FOR YOUR FAVORITE
Monaghan did not attend the
the small student body.
"You know everyone and the opening because ol recent ear
BOWLING GREEN
stiident-to-teacher ratio is a lot surgery, a school spokesman said.
better so you can get a lot ol help," He Is also chairman ofYpsilanti,
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QUOTErNQrOTE
"Five percent of the people think; ten percent of the people think they think; and the
other eighty-five would rather die then
think."
THOMAS EDISON
(iHW—HllftMl)

OPINION

Flexfunds are a bad idea, period
It's imly tho second week of
school and already some students are fed up with University
1 lining Services and the new
Flexfunds that limit students on
how much they can spend at the
Union.
What are students supposed
to do when their Flexfunds are
spent and there is nodiing open
besides the Union?
Take this past weekend for
example: during Labof Day
weekend the only place on cam-

pus Uiat was open after 7 p.m.,
was the Union. Many students
are probably afraid to use their
money there because they will
not have much left for the last 16
weeks of school.
With the minimum meal plan
only including S75 of Flexfund
money how can students make
that last for 17 weeks?
The dollar amount of the
Flexfunds that were designated
from each meal plan came from
an average amount of money

that was spent at the Union last
year, according to Linda
Newman in a past BGNews
interview.
If students went to the Union
last year they would know that it
was always crowded and busy
all day long especially at night
with Zza's and Wendy's. It was
the place to eat. Traffic in the
Union last year was like getting
on the expressway during rush
hour.
Now, if students get hungry

The road hogs are the SUVs
KEITH J.
POWELL

Columnist
I'm a big believer in karma.
Then' Is no doubt in my mind
that people get what is coming
to them in life. If you're a good
person good things are going to
happen to you. I, of course also
believ e the reverse to be true as
well.
I so firmly believe that anyone who owns or drives a sport
utility vehicle should either be
Struck down by an act of God or
fired out of a catapult into the
sun. SUVs are huge monstrosities of metal whose owner
seems to take a perverted pleasure in hogging the road and
taking up multiple parking
spaces, like a kind of terminal
cancer they continue to multiply, choking roads and devouring our natural resources.
Twenty years ago SUVs made
up only 2 percent of all new
autos purchased, flash forward
to today, where one in every
lour new autos purchased are
so-called "light trucks." SUVs
are a triple threat: they are dangerous for their drivers as well
as the drivers of other cars, they
pollute the environment on a
tmly epic scale, and according
to recent studies their drivers
are rude.
According to the Insurance
Institute for I lighway Safety
"SUVs are more than three
times more likely to roll over in
a crash than normal passenger
cars." This is coupled with a
study conducted by the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration that states
"rollover crashes accounted for
53 percent of all SUV occupant
deaths in single vehicle crashes," adding that "only 19 per-

cent of occupant fatalities in
passenger cars occurred in similar crashes." In addition, many
SUVs are highly susceptible to
something called "friction
rollover" which occurs more or
less when a driver steers too
hard. The very design of an
SI A' lends itself to accidents
because the lights are at a
much higher level than on a
normal passenger can other
cars on the road run an
increased risk of having their
visibility reduced by the SUVs
headlights.
How is it, you ask. that SUVs
are able to get by without the
same safety regulations
imposed on other cars? Why
that's quite simple, you see
SUVs are not officially cars;
they're light trucks and thus not
subject to the same federal regulations as passenger cars. This
same lack of regulations not
only makes SUVs a danger to
people, but a danger to the
environment as well.
While the average passenger
car gets approximately 28 miles
per gallon, most SUVs get less
than 20 miles per gallon.
According to www. fueleconomy.gov, a website operated by
the Department of Energy and
the EPA, a difference of 5 miles
per gallon can add an extra 10
tons of Carbon Monoxide to
the air over the lifetime of the
car. This is to say that these
gas-guzzlers are increasing our
dependence on foreign oil.
If smoking pot supports terrorism, surely purchasing an
SUV must as well. The most
insulting fact of all is that it has
been estimated that SUVs
could reach up to 30 mpg with
only an added cost of $1,200 to
the manufacturer. This is mere
pocket change when you take
into account that automakers
make on average $10,000 per

SUV in pure profit.
Admittedly these flaws are
not the fault of the SUV owners;
however that doesn't change
the fact that according to market research it takes a very special type of person to own an
SUV. For years leading
automakers have conducted
extensive market research to
study the personality of die typical SUV owner. Keith Bradsher
reports their findings in his new
book "High and Mighty," in
which he reveals that people
who drive SUVs tend to "lack
confidence in driving."
Bradsher then goes on to add
that according to the market
research conducted, SUV drivers are "apt to be self-centered
and self absorbed," and in general are "insecure and vain."
Not that all this market research
should not come as any kind of
great revelation. Common
sense pretty much says that
anyone who needs to own a
Hummer or an Excursion must
be trying to prove something to
somebody.
So there you have it. There is
no reason to own or operate an
SUV Less than 2 percent of all
SUVs are driven "off-road," the
overwhelming majority are
confined to "urban" driving.
These vehicles aren't being
used by park rangers, rather by
soccer moms who presumably
need the rough all-terrain vehicles to navigate the treacherous
suburbs and by those who
need to drive a big car to boost
self-esteem and appear trendy.
The bottom line is SUVs are
dangerous, bad for the environment, reflect pooriy on you as a
person.and most importantly
they make otherwise rational
people want to launch you into
the sun.

after midnight and want a late
night snack or a break from an
all nighter, where are they supposed to go once their pocket
change is used up?
Seventy-five dollars is nothing
in proportion to the $ 1,125 meal
plan. If students go to the Union
once a day and buy a pretzel
and a smoothie, their money
would be gone in no time at all.
Flexfunds simply seems to be
a bad idea on the part of the
University and Dining Services.

Dining Services needs to consider other options and ways to get
money for the other dining centers rather than limiting students to where they can eat and
where they are able to spend
their money.
The University as a whole
decided to build die Union and
put all the fast food and other
restaurants there. Why should
the students be the ones to suffer die consequences of the
University's mistakes?

There has to be other ways to
provide funding for Dining
Services besides tiiis. If the
University does not decide to
use alternate methods to obtain
funding, they should at least
consider making the amount of
Flexfunds a larger amount than
"the average." At least make it so
students can eat one meal there
each day. Even if students eat
small portions, $75 is unlikely to
cover a semesters.

pgQPLE Jesse Jackson only
ONTHE STREET
causes controversy

What was the most
outrageous moment of
your weekend?

EVAN
MANROW
Columnist

CARLY STIZKLMAN
SOPHOMORE, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Cracking a coffee table
after bonging countless
beers in a row"

EMILY VANDEVELDE
SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM

"Making friends with
Lord Lewis. He's a cool
cat."

KIMBERLY MADDEN
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

"Wandering around
Main Street, searching
for my car after getting
kicked out of a bar."

As if there was any question
about the integrity of Reverend
Jesse Jackson's character, he
now has the dubious distinction of being the civil rights
leader who was too much for
Yale.
These days Jackson represents everything that is wrong
with modern day civil rights
causes, and progressive politics
in general. Forty years ago
advocates of civil rights were
fighting for equality under the
laws, and for all peoples to be
judged "by the content of their
character," as Thomas Sowell
pointed out in his syndicated
column last week and as lesse
Jackson reiterated for us this
week, many of our generation's
civil rights leaders simply cannot afford to be judged by the
content of their character.
Civil rights leaders used to
be unifying, too. Everyone
dreams of a day when they
won't be judged by the color of
their skin or their name or religion. Everyone wants to be
judged by the content of their
character; but not everyone is
willing to exploit the multitudes of special interest legislation that creates codified, compensatory class structures. And
that's the problem with the
civil rights movement today:
it's not about civil rights anymore, it's about special interests.
The line between justice
and special interest was
crossed when groups like Mr.
lackson's Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition stopped seeking
equality under the law and tolerance as a unifying virtue they
started seeking excess capital
for their own coffers through
the extortion of businesses that
refy on large numbers of
impressionable minorities. If
progressives seek to blame a
group for the exploitation of
minorities, they needn't bother

the bourgeoisie; they need to
look no further than the
Democratic National
Committee, including
Rainbow/PUSH. No groups
have made more empty, unreasonable and unjust offers to an
embittered class than the
American left, all for the sake of
votes.
You can sling racism at
republicans, contempt at conservatives, or intransigence at
individualists, but consider die
alternatives first. If any group is
held down in this country, it's
not by the oppressive right
wing, but by the regressive left
wing
No one has ever told a person that they could not succeed so many times that they
actually believed they couldn't.
Even the Ivy league is beginning to realize it. On labor Day,
Jesse Jackson was arrested at
Yale University for disorderly
conduct, which entailed standing in an intersection blocking
traffic and students for the
noble cause of "more money."
More pay used to be the job of
collective bargaining, and
union negotiation. When Yale
offers 3 to 5 percent pay
increases, benefit increases
and back pay for the money
the workers might have had if
they received their raises at the
expiration of the last contract,
civil disobedience is in order.
Talk about robbing Peter to pay
Paul: Jackson was preventing
the next generation of liberal
politicians and extortionist,
Howard Dean's daughter
included, from attending their
classes, all the while Dean
demonstrated to every freshman at Yale that when you
don't get what you want, pout
and scream until you do.
Otherwise the anti-Vietnam
hippies won't send their kids to
your school.
What a world we live in,
when lawlessness is a virtue; I
can hardly wait for the elite left
wing to begin slamming Yale
for trying to allow their students to attend classes.

SARAH REYNOLD

SOPHOMORE,
UNDECIDED
"Taking pizza out of a
delivery car and bringing it to my friend's
party."

Seeking advice?
The BG News would like to add an advice
column to the opinion section. The column
would respond to selected student submissions.
If this is something that you would utilize or
enjoy reading please let us know.
E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com
or call 372-6966.
CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
JOEL HAMMOND. DESIGN EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy

MATT IVEY, GRAPHICS EDITOR
JENNIFER BURZANKO, COPY CHIEF

Do you agree with all of this? VAfe
doubt it. Vvrite us and let us know
where vou stand.

are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be

POLICIES

fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor of Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These

purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous submissions will not be primed.
E-mail submissions as an attachment to thenews@bgnewsxom with
the subject line marked "Letter to the
Editor" or "Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing

PATRICIA RENGIFO. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
KARA HULL, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ALLISON HALC0. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
ANDREW SCHARF, CITY NEWS EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
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Time to
fill up
Doyt
Perry
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KEVIN
SHIELDS
Sports Reporter
Fall has come and once again
il is time for the Bowling Green
football team to make a run at the
MAC title It's a team full of talent
and easily one of the most exciting
teams to watch in college football.
There is one huge question
though after the first game
'Ihursday night. Where are the BG
fans at?
Only 15,000 showed up to cheer
on the lalcons, as they tallied up
600 plus yards of total offense and
put up 63 points on Eastern
Kentucky.
Irue, it was Eastern Kentucky,
hut not only was it the first game of
the year, it was the first home game
and during the week
For this reason, the excuse "1 go
home on the weekends," was
completely taken out of the picture. Also if you came to school to
watch the Thursday night television lineup, you may need to rethink living on campus.
Another
problem
with
Thursday night was that there
wea' crew meetings and hall council meetings, pulling even more
fans away from the game. All
things on campus should have
been postponed for the game. It
should have been a night of fun for
the students to go out to die game
during the first week of classes.
Doyt Perry Stadium has one of
the largest seating capacities in the
Mid-American Conference at
30,599. The attendance for the
game was barely over half of what
the stadium is capable of holding
Last year, BG was ranked first in
the conference for average road
attendance, but was well down the
list for home attendance.
What is the point to having the
biggest stadium in the conference
if fans won't show up?
Students get in for free and parents can get in for $13 or so compared to $47 for a ticket at Ohio
State. Local Pepsi distributors
have had ads on the Pepsi cans
even promoting four tickets for $20
by showing the can at the gate.
This season, the Falcons will
host key match-ups in Northern
Illinois and Toledo. These two
games are expected to play a big
role in the MAC standings at the
end of the year.
Student and fan support can
play a big role on creating an
intimidating environment for
visiting teams to come into.
With one of the biggest stadiums and one of the top teams
in the conference, BG should
be an extremely tough place to
play at.
The Falcons were ranked as
high as 16 last year in the
polls, but had the lowest
attendance of any team in the
top 25.
This didn't impress the bowl
committees at all and was one
of the reasons the Falcons
failed to get a bowl bid last
season.
This year let's go show the
MAC what the Falcons are
about and make Doyt Perry
Stadium the toughest field to
play at in the conference.
Let's show that BG fans are
not only the best in the MAC,
but one of the best fan bases
in the Midwest.

Mauer injured, out for year
By Dan Gedney
1SSISIANI SPORTS EDITOR

The Falcons will head into
Saturday's game against Purdue
minus one of their veterans.
Defensive lineman Rick Mauer
suffered a broken ankle during the
Eastern Kentucky ganic and will be
skk'lined for the remainder of the
seasoa Last season Mauer played
in eight games and made two
starts. I le recorded 14 tackles, two
of them going for a loss, and aLso
recorded a sack against Tennessee
Tech.
The Boilermakers head into their
season opener ranked letli in the
Associated Press Poll and 20th in
the liSPN/USATixlay Coaches Poll.
They finished last season with an
overall record of 7-6 and a 4-4
record in The Big Ten. Their season
ended with a 34-24 victory over
Washington in the Sun Bowl
All six of tlieir kisses were liy
seven [joints or less, including near
upsets of the No. 1 and No. 2 teams
in the Big len, Ohio State and Iowa
Defensive lineman Mike Thaler
knows the importance of
Saturdays contest
"It's our first real big game of die
year. We came out and played

against Eastern Kentucky and that
was a real good win for us, but we
really have to move on into the season and it's huge going in and playing a Big Ten team at their home
field," 1 Tiak'r said "It's going to be a
huge game for us. We have to go in
there, we have to hit on all eight
cylinders and really play our game."
Sanirdays contest will be the second meeting between these two
teams. In the first meeting, the
Falcons defeated the lRth-rankcd
Boilemiakers 17-14 on Sept 16,
1972, at Purdues Ross-Ade Stadium.
Thatgamewas also tlie last time that
BGSU defeated a rationally ranked
team.
The lalcons haveacoupleoffamily ties with Purdue. I lead coach
Gregg Brandons oldest son. Nick, isa
sophomoreat Purdue. He is currently doing an internship in Tennessee,
but wiD be in attendance Saturday.
Offensive
lineman
Scott
Mmc/nwski's brother, Gene, started
48 games for the Boik'nnakers, from
1999 to 2002 and was an Academic
AU-American offensive lineman his
senior year.
The Falcons have made winning
the Mid-American Conference
championship their primary focus

this season. Despite Saturdayscontest being a non-conference game,
Brandon is not worried about liis
team lacking motivation.
"I think the game itself gets a kid
up If a kid can't get up for this game
he's dead, basically, he has no
heart." Brandon said. "So there is
not much I have to tell diem about
Purdue"
Saturday's contest marks the first
time BG has faced a nationally
ranked opponent since they
opened the 2000 season against
No 4 Michigan Sept 2,2000. The
Falcons lost that game 42-7. It is also
the first time BG has laced a Big'len
school since tlie Falcons defeated
Northwestern 43-42 on Nov. 17,
2001.
The Falcons will look to continue their success against Howl
Championship Series affiliated
schools Since 2001 they are 5-0
against BCS teams. They will also
look to snap a three game road losing streak. All three Falcon losses
last season came on the road.
Their chance to continue one
Ben Swanger BG News
streak and snap another conies
OUT
FOR
SEASON:
Falcons
defensive
lineman
Rick
Mauer leads a
this Saturday afternoon at
Purdue's newly renovated Ross- blitz in Thursday's win over Eastern Kentucky. Mauer is out lor the
season with a broken ankle.
Ade Stadium.

Spikers win
two in Boise
By lason A. Dixon
SPORTS REPORTER

More than two weeks -of
optimism, anticipation and
endless talk of improvement
finally gave way to the real
thing last weekend.
It was only fitting that the
BGSU volleyball team christen the 2003 season by leaving
the Boise State Invitational
with a 2-1 tournament and a
bolt of confidence.
"The overall experience was
a great one...We started out a
little bit slow, but we ended
very competitively and very
strong," head coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "I think we
were a little bit nervous opening up...Everything was in
Boise State's favor. But I also
think that the team regrouped
on Saturday and played two
complete matches."
Susie Norris' 11 kills and 14
digs, along with Taylor Twite's
career-high 14 kills and .364
hitting percentage could not
propel the Falcons over Boise
State in the opening match.
The Broncos defeated BG in
four sets (26-30, 30-24, 26-30,
17-30), while playing in what
Van De Walle described as an
"ideal volleyball environ-

ment."
"The band was there, the
cheerleaders were there, they
had a new sound system and
it was just a hard place to
play." she said. "I really do
think it was a fluke that we
lost. If we were to play them
again, I'd like to think that we
would win...but not to take
anything from the way Boise
played that match."
When the Falcons took the
court Saturday they felt a
sense of urgency.
"We knew that we didn't
play how we know we can on
Friday, and we knew we had to
just come out and play our
game," Twite said before yesterday's practice. "We were
Photographer Name BG News
actually pretty confident
going into Saturday...We knew SPIKING THE BALL A BG volleyball player goes up to spike a ball at a recent practice. The volleyball
that if we played our game we team went 2-1 at last weekend's Boise State Invitational.
should be all right."
BG was all right.
"i thought i did really
They responded with a five- second consecutive double- chipped in with 11 kills, seven
digs and a .278 hitting per- well..11 had a lot to do with
set victory over Portland (30- double performance.
The momentum carried centage.
the passing, setting and every23, 17-30,30-25,25-30, 15-13)
But, it was the overall per- thing else," Twite said. "We all
led by Samantha Rennau, who over to the next match against
posted a career-high 20 kills, Utah Valley State. Following, a formances of Rennau and worked really good as a team
six digs and a.371 hitting per- 30-25 loss in the first set, the Twite that warranted recogni- all weekend. I think that
Falcons rebounded by taking tion from the all-tournament helped me and Sam shine
centage.
through."
Twite established a new the next three (30-23. 30-24, team.
"It helps my confidence a
career-high with 22 kills and 32-30).
Amber Mareski led BG with lot," Rennau said about makNorris contributed with her
VOUEVBALl PAGE 6
47 assists and Nadia Bedricky ing the team.

Bedricky next in line to
BG Rugby team off to
fast start, places second answer our 10 questions
By lason A. Dixon

ByWesHobinger
GUEST REPORTER

Despite key losses to graduation, BGSU's rugby team got
off to a fast start over the weekend at the Cleveland Can-Am
Tournament.
The Falcons defeated three
teams to advance to the tournament finals where they were
defeated by Scioto Valley. They
beat
Cleveland
Eastern
Suburbs 34-0. Scioto Valley 3510 and Rochester 21-14 before
losing to a second Scioto Valley

side 21 -7 in the championship.
"We don't normally like to
start playing the first weekend
everyone is back," head coach
Roger Mazzarella said. "But
with Indiana University of
Pennsylvania coming here this
weekend, we needed a game
under our belts. This fall we
aren't so much playing a
schedule as facing a series of
ambushes."
The Falcons lost two key
players to graduation last year,
wing Kevin Mongold and cen-

ter Pete Cromly. Mongold is
sixth all-time on the school's
try scoring list, Cromly is second on the career-scoring list
with 921 points.
Matt lohnston is the frontrunner to take over the fullback position.
However,
Mazzarella will also use Mike
Craig and Dave DiBenedetto at
that position. Chad Cunnigan
has made the move from fly
half to wing, but Dave
RUGBY, PAGE 6

SPORTS REPORTER

In our second installment of
"Take 10," Nadia Bedricky, BGSU
volleyball team member endures
our rigorous questioning
"Take 10" is a weekly feature in
the sports page where we
attempt to introduce our readers
to another side of our student
aUiletes' lives.
This is our attempt to take
ESPN's "Budweiser 1 lot Seat" and
make it into something actually
interesting.
1. What was your favorite toy

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Kara HBG News

ANSWERS: Nadia Bedricky
answers 10.

growing up?
"Skip-it"
2. What is your favorite pet?
"I**"
3. Who would win in a light
Kennit die Frog or Hugs Bunny?
lings Bunny."
4. What is your favorite school
to play at?
"In the MAC.Ball State
because they're such a competitor and they'll haw die whole getup there."
5. If you were trapped on a
TAKE TEN PAGE 6

SPORTS
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Lawyers subpeona hospital
By Ion Sarche
'HI

ISSOCIMED PRESS

DENVER — Kobe Bryant's
lawyers have subpoenaed a
hospital to sec his accuser's
medical records — the first indication they might make her menial health an issue if the sexual
assault case against the NBA slur
goes lo trial.
The subpoenas were disclosed
in a court filing by a hospital in

RUGBY, FROM PAGE 5

Greeley where the 19-year-old
accuser was treated in Ichruary
after police at the University of
Northern Colorado determined
she was a 'danger to herself."
< ampus police have refused to
saj whether the woman attempted suicide, saying only that the
hospitalization was for a mental
health issue.
\ttomeys for the North
Colorado Medical Center and its
psychiatric can.1 center asked a
judge to quash the subpoenas
and destroy the records already
sent to him, ciling medical privacy laws.
I he woman's attorney told the
hospital she has "explicitly not
waiied her medical privilege,"
the filing said.
Calls to the accuser's attorney
and Bryants defense team were
not returned yesterday. Attorneys
for the hospital also did not
return a call.
Bryant is charged with sexually
assaulting the Colorado resort
employee liine 30. The l.os
\ngcles Lakers star has said the
sex was consensual. An Oct. 9
hearing will determine whether
there will be a trial.

Rugby remains
strong this season

Kevork Oiansezian AP photo
SUBPOENA: Los Angeles Lakers star Kobe Bryant is shown in this July 2003 file photo. Bryant's
lawyers have subpoenaed a Colorado hospital to turn over his accuser's medical records.

Information
about
the
woman's mental health might
never be presented to the jury if
the case goes to trial, a legal
expert said.
"Whether that would be
allowed depends on whether
there's anything else there other
than attempted! suicide, some
other indication of mental instability or something that would
point toward her being an unreliable observer or witness," said
Christopher Mueller, a professor
at die University of Colorado lawschool.

Meanwhile, an Iowa college
student pleaded
innocent
Tuesday in federal court in
Denver to making a death threat
against Bryants accuser in a profanity-laced telephone message
last month.
lohn Roche ignored reporters
outside the courtroom. He
remains free on $250,000 bail.
U.S. Magistrate Patricia Coan
barred Roche from drinking alcohol and limited his travel to
Colorado and Iowa. A Nov. 3 trial
was scheduled.
Roche's attorney, Nathan

Chambers, said there was a good
chance of a plea bargain, hut he
would not elaborate.
Some Web sites have disclosed
the identity of Bryant's accuser,
and the judge in the case has said
some letters sent to authorities
included death threats. Also, the
father of Bryants accuser called
police at least twice in recent
weeks to report suspicious incidents.
Roche, a Universityof Iowa student, is accused of leaving a message on the woman's answering
machine July 27.

DiFranco's conversion made
it 17-0 at the half. BG tacked
on another 17 unanswered
points in the second half on
tries by center Carl Samuel,
fullback Matt Johnston and
lock leff Meeker. lohnston
also booted a conversion to
make the final 34-0.
In the first match against
Major League Rugby opponent Scioto Valley. BG won
35-10 thanks to a pair of
tries by wing Ian Gagnon
and seven conversions by fly
half Derek Imes. Flanker
Brian Farrell, scrum half
Brian Knaupe and wing
Anthony Wanzer also scored
solo tries.
The
Falcons
edged
Rochester 21-14 to gain a
berth in the final. Eight man
Fred Ackermann, scrum half
Vince Staropoli and center
Carl Samuel scored BG's
tries and fullback Matt
Johnston hit on all three
conversion attempts.
Momentum ran out in the
finals as the Falcons fell 21-7
to Scioto Valley. Flanker Alex
Demma scored BG's lone try
while
fullback
Dave
DiBenedetto booted the
lone conversion.
Next up for the Falcons is
a home game against IUP at
the College Rugby Field. The
game is scheduled for
Saturday at 1 p.m.

Demings, leron Foust and
Kyle Sitzes will see time at
that position as well. Fly half
Ion Woodman will take over
directing the Falcon offense
from Cunnigan.
"Our goal is not to just
maintain our position in college rugby, but to improve on
it every year," Mazzarella
said.
Graduation losses have
caused the Falcons to drop
from seventh to ninth in the
polls from last spring.
"They have their opinion
and
we
have ours."
Mazzarella said.
In the opening round, the
Falcons were able to keep
Cleveland Eastern Suburbs
bottled up in their own end
of the field for most of the
match while punching a try
on a regular basis.
"BG has a bunch of wolves
playing for them on
defense," Cleveland coach
lohn Hummel said. "Every
time one of my guys
touched the ball he was
smothered by brown jerseys."
Flanker Alex Dcmma got
the first try of the season
and was quickly followed
into the end zone by wing
Alessio
Dil-'ranco
and
flanker Garrett Fisher.

Clarett no longer allowed to practice with OSU
By Rusty Miller
IK! ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
State athletic director Andy
Geiger said las) night that he
doubted Star tailback Maurice
Clarett would return to the
defending national champions

this season.
"I'm not optimistic about any
number of games at this point."
Geiger said.
Earlier in the day, coach lini
[Vessel said Clarett would no
longer practice with the team
until questions about his eligibility are answered — an abrupt
reversal from 10 days earlier
when he was allowed to work out
with the Buckeyes.
For the first time, Tressel said
Clarett would miss much of the

season.
"It appears... the suspension is
going to be significant. It's going
to he long" Tressel said.
On Aug. 22, Tressel and Geiger
announced Clarett's suspension
from the team. However, they
said Clarett would be permitted
to practice with the Buckeyes
while the NCAA and an Ohio
State panel looked into off-thefield problems and charges of
academic fraud.
The sophomore tailback
watched Saturday night's 28-9
victory over Washington while
standing on the team bench, frequently waving a towel to incite
die crowd.
Geiger said Clarett was suspended for multiple games
because he misled investigators.

a violation of NCAA Bylaw 10 that
deals with ethical behavior by
student-athletes.
"We put great stock, as does the
NCAA, in forthrightness and
straightforward answers to questions that are bathed in tnith. We
have yet to gel there, which is distressing." Geiger said Tuesday.
Geiger also said Clarett violated
NCAA's Bylaw 12, which deals
with amateurism, "improper
benefits and all those kind of
things,"
The NCAA and Ohio State
began an investigation in Inly
into Clarett's claim that more
than 510,000 in clothing, CDs,
cash and stereo equipment was
stolen in April from a 2001
Chevrolet Monte Carlo that
Clarett had borrowed from a local

dealership. Clarett later said he
exaggerated the value of the
items stolen.
Geiger said if Clarett had told
the truth from the beginning.
"This might have been over in
JulyOhio State officials are currently in die process of responding to
several pages of NCAA allegations
dealing with Clarett. Geiger said
the response could come as early
as Wednesday, although he was
troubled because the investigation kept uncovering new problems.
Clarett set Ohio State freshman
records by rushing for 1,237 yards
mid scoring 18 touchdowns last
season as the Buckeyes went 140.
Clarett practiced with the team

Bedricky takes 10 Rockers lose in
playoff series

TAKE 10, FROM PAGE 5

desert island with only one
album, what would it be?
"lohn Mayer live."
8. What is your favorite
"Rocky "movie?
'Rocky IV with the Russian

guy Drago."
7. What is your favorite flavor of ice cream?

"Definitely chocolate"
8. Who was your favorite
"Saved bv the Bell" character?
"".\.(:. Slater"

9. What is your favorite
sports movie?
"Love & Basketball"
10. What is your favorite
fast food restaurant?
"McDonald's because they
have the Mc Flurries."

McDonald's was the first
fast food franchise to
locate on Wooster Street

1HE ASSOCIAttO PRESS

AUBURN LULLS, Mich. —
Deanna Nolan scored 26 points
as the Detroit Shock won a
WNBA playoff series for the first
time, beating the Cleveland
Rockers 77-63 in Game 3 last
night.
The top-seeded Shock
advance to the Eastern
Conference finals against diirdseeded Connecticut. Game I is
at Connecticut on Friday night
with the next two in the best-of-

threc series here Sunday and
Monday.
Swin Cash added 14 points
and Ruth Riley 11 for Detroit.
Rookie Cheryl Ford finished
with 15 rebounds, including a
league-record 10 defensive
boards in the first half.
Chasity Melvin led Cleveland
with 19 points, and Pennv Taylor
added 17.
Detroit took a 23-10 lead
behind 16 points from Nolan in
the first six minutes..

last week, wearing a Washington
jersey and mimicking Huskies'
running back Rich Alexis while
running plays against Ohio Slate's
first-team defense.
1 le did not work out with the
team during preseason camp
because of the probes.
Tight end Ben Hartsock said
Tressel and Ohio State officials
had been very patient with
Clarett during the investigation,
but the time had come for the
team to move forward.
"There's a point when being
patient with an individual starts
to be detrimental to the team,"
Hartsock said.
Tressel said he arrived at the
decision to hold Clarett out of
practice after meeting with his
coaching staff.

"The decision I talked about
with some of our staff here just
this morning was that until we
get a definitive decision there I
don't tiiink I'm going to have him
practice." Tressel said Tuesday.
Asked how Clarett reacted,
Tressel said, "I'm sure he was disappointed because people want
to be a part of the group. But
that's what we're going to do right
now."
The third-year coach said he
made the decision to hold Clarett
out of practice.
"lust a coaching decision, kind
of like, "Why did you run it on
third and six,'" he said. "I think
that's what's best to right now, 1
don't think it would be appropriate to talk about it beyond that."
He declined further comment.

Falcons win
a team effort
think we have balance we
haven't normally had here
and that's a really good feeling."
All-Tournament
TeamMVP- Portland's Michelle
Oakland,
Boise
State's
Cameron Flunde, Bowling
Green's Samantha Rennau,
Bowling Green's Taylor Twite,
Utah
Valley's
Krystal
Peterson, Portland's Heather
Dennison.

VOLLEYBALL, fROM PAGE 5

Van De Watle feels that the
emergence of players that
saw limited action last season
and the improvement of the
veterans has given the team
something they had been
missing.
"You don't want to have
just one player, ever, because
if that player gets hurt or
something
happens...I've
seen teams fall apart," she
said. "So, right now...I do

Go Falcons!!
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Couch ready to go as backup QB
ByTomWrrhers
THE ASS0CI»t(D PRESS

Ron Schwane AP Photo

BACK TO PASS: Cleveland Browns' quarterbacks Tim Couch, left,
and Kelly Holcomb work during a drill in training camp.

CLEVELAND — No injury hurt
Tim Couch as much. No loss has
been as tough for him to forget.
When Couch was stripped of his
job as the Cleveland Browns' starting quarterback a few weeks ago.
his world briefly crumbled. I le had
not been a backup since his first
game as a rookie, and the former
No 1 overall draft pick did not handle the demotion very well.
Hut time has helped, and Couch
has finally come to terms with his
new role as Kelly 1 lolcomb's backup
"It's never an easy tiling,'' he said.
"But this is where I am and I'm
going to do the best I can with it. I
just realized there is no reason to go
through this season miserable," he
said. "Even though it's a tough time,
you've to be upbeat and you have
to be positive and you have to do
what's best for the team.
"This team isn't about how I
feel."
Iastead of practicing with the

first-team offense. (touch is on the
sideline watching as Holcomb
hands off to William Green and
fires passes to Kevin Johnson as the
Brawns prepare for their season
opener Sunday against the
Indianapolis Colts.
Couch isn't in tiiis week's game
plan. The Brawns are I lolcomb's
team now They haw been since
Cleveland coach Butch Davis
decided to go with his "gut feeling"
by naming 1 lolcomb as his starter
to begin the year.
Last week. Couch admitted tliat
Davis' decision was a blow he never
expected. I le stniggled to accept it,
trying to figure out what he had
done wrong to lose his job.
He acknowledged that he
allowed the decision to affect his
preparation for an exhibition game
in Detroit. Couch replaced
1 lolcomb in the third quarter and
fumbled his first snap. On
Cleveland's next possession, he
threw an ugly interception.
Couch's body language that
night at Rird Field said it all. I lis

shoulders drooped, and his chin
was down.
"I wasn't into the game emotionally," he said. "I just fell like I was
going through the motions, and
that's not something that I was trying to do. It was just a tough week
for me."
If Couch was going to survive
this season, lie knew lie had to
change his outlook. Teammates
helped with words of encouragement, and Davis gave Couch a
huge boost when he said the
Browns would probably need him
at some point this season if
1 lolcomb getshun.
Thai was a wakeup call for
sure," Couch said. "I think cuivi me
in this league realizes VOU have to
have two gtxxl quarterbacks to gel
tlirotigh a season. Even though it's
tough standing over there and
waiting your turn, you have to lx'
ready when it happens."
Couch played much better in
last week's preseason finale against
Atlanta, completing 7-of-H paw-.
for 144 yards, including a 57-yard

Roddick's antics not appreciated
By Howard Fendrich
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK —Jennifer
Capriati's finickiness reached
new heights Saturday: She wanted the blimp hanging over
Arthur Ashe Stadium moved.
And that was simply one of her
concerns during a tight match at
the U.S. Open. She also was bothered by her racket strings, opponent Emilie Loit's style and the
weather.
The blimp? Capriati thought it
was closer to the court than normal, and found the noise distracting. Still, the three-time
major champion persevered,
eventually found a comfort zone
and pounded out a 6-2, 2-6, 6-2
victory to reach the round of 16.
"When you're playing worse,
everything sort of becomes louder than when you're playing
well," the No. 6-seeded Capriati
said. "If something is bothering
me, I try to stop it or focus a little
harder."
She switched outfits because
temperatures dipped into the
60s, and she switched rackets to
try to account for swirling wind
and heavy humidity. And then
there were the problems with her
serve — Capriati was broken
three straight times bridging the
second and third sets. But her
powerful strokes eventually
took their toll on the light-hitting Loit, a Frenchwoman
ranked 49th who likes to mix
speeds during a point.
At least Capriati must have
been thrilled to finish before
the rain came.
She will make the Open quarterfinals for a third straight year
if she can beat No. 11 Elena
Dementieva, who got past Amy
Frazier 7-6 (I), 7-6 (3) in another of the handful of matches
completed before the first
downpour of this Open made
everyone put their rackets

away.
Without hitting a ball, Andy
Roddick was a topic of conversation at the National Tennis
Center on Saturday — and not
because it was his 21st birthday.
Rather, it was because Ivan
I.jubicic lit into Roddick for his
on-court behavior after losing
to the rising star Friday night In
a tight four-setter that ended
shortly after midnight. As
I.jubicic put it Saturday: "He is
Andy Roddick, we are in the
States, and if somebody says
something bad about him, then
it's a big boom....
"I'm sorry if he's expecting
everybody's going to like him,"
Ljubicic added. "He thinks he's
the best, the greatest, the most
beautiful. But that's not (he
case."
According to I.jubicic, he was
in his hotel room when he got a
call from Roddick at 1:30 a.m.
Roddick wanted to know why
Ljubicic didn't speak to him privately instead of airing his views
through the media.
Ljubicic said he told Roddick:
"Andy, why do you care what
others think about you?"
Roddick called the comments "sour grapes" on Friday,
but neither he nor coach Brad
Gilbert would talk to reporters
about the matter Saturday.
Instead. Roddick issued a statement at night through the ATP
Tour: "I had a good conversation with Ivan, both last night
and again today. I think we both
had the chance to clear the air,
and I know that last night's incident is behind us."
James Blake came to
Roddick's defense.
Roddick and Blake both play
third-round matches Sunday,
which is when Andre Agassi will
finish his match against
Yevgeny Kafelnikov.

TDtolX-nnisNorthcutt.
As Northcutt tiptoed into the
end /one, Couch raised his index
finger in the air and sprinted the
length ol the tit'kl tocelebrate with

Ms teammates,
ll was as if ni idling had changed.
"I really needed that, to get hack
mi the fbotbal field and have fun
again." he Said " That's whal I
missed the most, it hadn't lieen fun
tor me lor a while."
(iiiuii isn'i worrying about next
year. Depending on how this season unfolds, he knows it's likely that
IK-or I lolcomb will lx- plavingelse

where In 2004.
I lowever, until then, or until die
Browns need him. he'll lie the highest-paid backup ($&2 million
salary in 21KB) in the league.
Couch has taken enough hits
in four seasons to know that
Holcomb probably won't make
it through all 16games.
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Campus Events
BG Radio News Org holding kickoll
meeting Wed evening 9pm West
Hall Rm. 121 Join in all the tun!
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT - SEPT 3
INTRAMURAI
ENTRIES
DUF
MEN'S & WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLF AND TENNIS - SEPT. 4
United Karate System
FREE Sell-Detense Class Sepl 3rd
6-8 pm @ St Thomas More gym
Across Irom McDonald West

Travel
No big trip'
Environmental Programs
is now on Main Campus.
Trek on over to Room 246
Shaizel Hall
Academic Advisor available
in Room 250
Spring Break 04 with StudentClty
.com and Maxim Magazine! Get
hooked up with Free Trips, Cash
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep1
Choose Irom 15 of (he hottest destinations Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150°o
Lowest Price Guarantee' To reserve
online or view our Pholo Gallery,
visit wjvw.siucienleity.cQm or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK!
Spring Break 2004 w' STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or wwytstsltavel.com
I. Conrad Wiltlams Ir AP Photo

SLAMMED: Andy Roddick returns a volley against Flavio Satetta, of Brazil, during their match at the
U.S. Open on Sunday

Services Offered
Need a fresh start reguardless ol
credit status*7 Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One

toll free 866-475-8024

Chances that an
American lives
within 50
miles of when; „
they grew up: s-^o
1 in 2.
^A,

I
f>l Benedetto'^
I
I
I
I
I
FAST FREE
* 352-4663 *
I
DELIVERY
tax 373-0504
I
I
FREE CHEESE BREAD
I WITH ANY TWO 12" SUBS
I
coupon expires
1432
I
E. Wooster
9/2S/0S
I
\

s
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Creative ways to
pay for college:

Hel

1. Recycle 1.5 million lbs.
of aluminum.
2. Find 2,300,000 pennies
laying around the house.

3. Work as a part-time
package handler at UPS.
Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
S8.50/HR. WITH INCREASES OF $0.50
AFTER 90 DAYS & S0.50 AT ONE YEAR
NO WEEKENDS
ON-SITE CLASSES
WEEKLY PAYCHECK
Available Shifts
Day 11:30a.m. -3:30p.m.
(419)891-6820
Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
1550 HOLLAND RD
Midnight 10:45p.m. -2:45p.m.
MAUMEE OH, 43537
Pre-load 4:30a.m.-9:00a.m.
ON CAMPUS
Sept 3" 1 pm-5pm Career Services
Sept 4" 9am-2pm Career Services

WWW.UPSJOBS.COM
det1sje@ups.com
Equal opportunity Employer
*UP« Earn A Learn Program Gmd«*ntt Apply
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KNOW?

Pregnant9 Know all the lacts.
Confidential, free testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted

The Gavel is currently seeking

photographers
writers
layout assistants
for the sehool year.
For more details, call 372-2110 or visit
The Gavel's Office at 202 West Hall.

Gavel
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Kyokushin Karate
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Limit:
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Sign up In i In SRC Main Office

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CAMPUS TANNING - 352-7889
Pre-School Tanning Special
1 monlh unlimited.. S25
2 months unlimited . S45
Semester unlimited ..S65
425 E Wooster/1 block Irom campus

ATTN: Bowling Green Poslal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp
required Benefits. For exam, salary
and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext 247 8am-8pm 7 days.

PROMOTIONAL SPECIALISTS
Promote products in college bars
beginning in late Sept. Flat Rate
S20/hr. GET PAID TO PARTY!
Looking for females who are at least
21 yrs old & enjoy being in the spotlight Call company voicemail
1-800-841-4786. ext. 1453

INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL GRANTS
International Travel Grant Application Forms are now available in the
Education Abroad Ollice. 1110 01lenhauer West Undergraduate students with financial need who plan
lo study abroad during spring 2004
are eligible to apply The deadline
lor this competition is September 30
at 5 00 pm Call 372-0479 with questions
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 4-PLAYER
VOLLEYBALL- SEPT 9
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S WOMEN S « CO-REC
ULTIMATE FRISBEE- SEPT 10
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out al Sandersonstables.com
Pre-School Tanning Special
1 month unlimited
S25
2 months unlimited . S45
Semester unlimited ...$65
Campus Tanning,- 425 E.Woosler
1 block from campus - 352-7889

Wanted
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
5240'MO (1 room in a 2 bdrm apt);
lurnished. heating & cable included;
121 Slate St Call 419-353-0500 or
email vgaieva(»bgnet bgsu.edu
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm. house Pets allowed. 222
S College 1st lloor. 419-494-3793

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
Easy walk from Campus. Work
pf time or full time around your
college & personal schedule Work a
mm. of 15 hrs Avk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
S6.00/hr. These are unskilled jobs
Involving assembling & packaging of
small parts Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC . 428 Clough St .BG.OH. only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.
Full/part-time positions available for
lawn & landscape maintenance
419-354-1923
Help wanted le emarkelers
Part-lime, business to business.
Mon.-Thurs 10-3. Salary*
commission. 419-353-3530
MARKETING INTERNSHIPUndergrad students majoring in
business/marketing wanted for
part-time paid internship.
10-12 hrs. per week Email resume
to nbuf1a@teament.com or
call company voice mail
1-800-841-4786 ext 1453
MODELS!! needed for fashion For
covers-beautiful faces, for hosierygreat legs, for shoe modeling-a 6B
shoe size. Send ht. wt. stats & photos (snapshots OK) No experience
necessary
Studio West Fashion
Photography PO Box #700 New
York. NY 10028-0044 We will interview in B.G.
Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required
Earn up to S5O0-1000/ day.
1-888-820-0167 ext, U112.

Student with 2 or 3 hrs. tree in the
p.m. to assist with house cleaning
Call 686-4527.
Students to work w/autistic 10 yr. old
boy. Will train. Evening & weekend
hrs. avail S8/hr.. record check, references, transportation required
Millbury/Oregon area. 419-836-5215
The Bowling Green Parks & Recreation Dept, is currently seeking volunteers to coach & officiate our youth
soccer program that starts on Sept
8th. Volunteer hrs. can be used for
practicum hrs. If interested, call 419354-6223 ext. 222 with questions &
complete a volunteer form at the
Park office in Woodland Towne
Center no later than Fn., Sept. 5th.
TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Make your own schedule.
5-40 hours per week
• $11.05 Base-appt
•
•
•
•
•

Cust Service/Sales
Great for All Students & Others
All ages 18* Cond. Apply
Scholarships/Internships avail.
Call Now'419-861-6133
workforstudents.com/np

Waitstaff. host/hostess, cooks,
kitchen help. & bus persons. Flex.
hrs. excell. pay. Apply in person
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee

For Sale
S500! Cars/trucks from S500. Police
impounds. Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.
1988 Mazda 323 88K miles
A'C Automatic S1995
1992 Toyota Corolla 94K miles
A/C Automatic $3500
1994 Toyota Previa 116K miles
All wheel Drive. Loaded S6995
1990 Honda Accord S1900
Hwy. Miles, Loaded. CD Player
Autoville 353-8810
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Non-inenibcrv $S0

Personals

Cavalier male 39 seeks female companionship possibly more. 2andy<$
toast net. 419-335-6665 Surprise

**

Upper & tower Gauley
River
Sept. 27 Sept. 28

Sign up at the Student
Rec Center

■

■H"

[■■

Whitewater
Rafting

$145 (members);
$160 (non members)

fee)

Saturday:
Noon 7oopm

llfl

I DOOR

PROGRAMS

Cost:

Cost:
$25 per child, per
session
(S3f> non-member

Perry Field House
Monday Friday:
7oo.ini 12:00am

Men's a WiMiiAu^
Doubles lennb *
entries due Sepl I
( o R«1

III

Learn

Student RecCenter

Co Rec 3 Pltdi Softball
[butm\ entries

,i *

AOUATICS

42
44
45
47
48
50
52
53
55
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

t Type of orange
6 Assimilate
11 Positive hand signals
14 Made out
15 Actress Berry
16 Spanish article
17 Angry
t9Mazel_.'
20 Large amount
21 Action site
22 Steady, easy stride
23 Senator Hatch
25 Flat-bottom, open boats
27 Writer/director Nora
30 Burpee purchase
31 Bullwinkle, e.g.
32 Fidgety
34 Corrida shout
37 Sulked
38 Connect
39 Jackrabbits
41 High mountain

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
35
36
40
43

Switch positions
Put to sea
Comic Johnson
Deteriorate
Old name for Tokyo
Colette novel
Like Cheerios
Lena or Ken
Delights
Turner or Knight
Angry
Big name in publishing
Rescues
Bossy's home
Corneal protector
Eurasian ruminant
Eavesdropper's post
Austen novel
Combine
Angry
Leave text as is!
Molecule element
Actress Peoples
Tolstoy and Durocher
Spot
Detested person
Glassy volcanic rocks

WWII craft
In a dominant position
Letter-shaped girder
Posh
Howlers
"Carmen' composer
Minute pond plant
Athenian marketplace
Hidden fence
Lip
Angry
Latin eggs
"Skittle Players" painter
Public persona
Rorem or Beatty
Software buyers
Appointed

46
47
48
49
50
51
54
56
57
58
60
61

Arthur of "Maude"
Old autocrat
German noble
Yellowish green
Leafy shelter
Shackles
Elation
Arkln or West
Very large
Copied
Tempe sch.
Reunion group
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS
See our coupon menu

'/203N.Moin ™«DaiVeRV ^^

in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!

S5.00 Minimum
en Weekdays 4P.M.

-

Lunch fn -s.it.-Sun.

For Rent

For Sale
4 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only S3000. For listings call 800-719-3001 exl H 584
-99 Volkswagen Jella Wollsburg
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything.
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof.
95,000 miles. Hunter Green.
Asking S7.000.
Call Kris @ 419-378-2003
'92 Ford Explorer, runs excellent.
S1200 or besl offer. 419-373-1877
or 353-3056.
For sale desk w/hulch, coffee table.
end table, dinette, and computer
Call 419-872-9185
Full size fulon & light pine Irame.
Soulhwestern
cover
S100
Full
wrought iron canapy frame. S50.
575-1097..
Full size mattress set.
Brand new. S200
419-392-7465

Happy Wednesday!

"" Rooms lor rent S210/mo & 1
bdrm. apts S450/mo Both include all
utilities & are 2 blocks Irom campus.
Call 419-353-0325. 9am-9pm

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

2 bdrm.. 1 balh. util. w'd 1st lloor
duplex, garage avail. 8th St.
S600/mo Call 352-8872

FROM ONLY
$465!

2 or 3 bdrm apt I block from
campus 419-352-5239.
800 Third Si 1-2 bedrooms
Free heal, water & sewer
Call 354-9740
New 5th St. houses. 3bdrm. 2 balh,
washer/dryer, A/C. dishwasher & 4
bdrm.. 1 balh $700 - 825/mo. ♦ utilities Available now 419-354-2500
Roommate needed immed.
1 lemale subleaser needed 1 room.
close to campus. S340/ mo • ♦ util
Call 419-806-0041 ask lor Jen
Roommate wanted. $245/ mo. + util.
furn. close to campus. 1 yr. lease.
1 bathroom 419-722-0358

• Ground lloor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
UBJITTMUU!
IPMIMIIIIS

o>

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Guilars-new
Takamini
EG-512C
acoustic bass, nice used Takamini
EG541C;
beauliful
black
used
Washburn AB-20 acoustic bass
419-354-1016
or
419-372-2986.
leave message if no answer.
New bedroom set Still boxed.
Only S575. Delivery available.

Furnished or Uniurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting al $390 00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC . RENTAL OFFICE

419-509-8342
Wood luton frame w/ mattress. Excell, cond. Light colored wood. Tan
mattress cover. S220. 419-874-4748
Perrysburg.

-'
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t

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
BB SQUARE

(419)354-2260

APARTMENTS

Located at 319 E. Wooster St.
across from Taco Bell

419-353-7715 t=*

Behavioral Connections ol Wood County is seeking individuals to
work part-time (alternate weekends) to provide direct care to resident daily activities, overseeing household operations, and maintaining clinical records regarding each residents behavior and
treatment plan goals.

cooperate with other residential and agency staff in

Management Inc.
A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT

implementing individualized treatment plans. Valid driver's license

Call 353-5800

Minimum QualillcatlOtt Experience working with persons
lisal

ties preferred Ability to coordinate and

in good standing. High school diploma required. Offering $9.00
per hour to start
Management Inc.
Send resume or ippiy it

716 E. Wooster. I bdrm 12,
410/mo + Elcc. Aross from
Campus
OPEN NOW

Human Resources
Behavioral Connections
101 ON. Prospect
Bowling Green, OH 43402
FAX419-72B-0330
E-Mail; bcwcrecruller@yahoo.com
EOEI

NOW

IRING

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Management Inc.
IlilKil.il, Apt.,

1082 Fairview

2 Bdrm Apis.. Dishwasher -

Campus Dining Centers
Restaurant

Convenience Stores
Snack Bar

Garbage Disposal. I 1/2 Balhs-

Concession Stands
Catering
■aWaaMBBBPPi

Washer/Dryer Hook-up. BGSU

fiMAS

Bus stop.
FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

•Tutor- Kids horn
jrdd.es In-fctk.
6
• lam %<o Ptr Mmt•AlUSTBf WORfC STUT/f
ELIGIBLE

Evergreen Apt. 215 E.Poe
2Bdrm#6fi&#ll6PV

DINING SERVICES HAS
MANY THINGS TO OFFER OUR STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Flexible hours to fit around class schedules
One of the highest starting wages for students on campus
Opportunities for advancement and longevity pay increases
$1000 scholarships - last year five were awarded to sludent employees
The chance lo meet people and become a part of the campus community

Laundry on site, BGSU bus slop

OPEN NOW

♦jtifEfcCA
Management Inc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO APPLY FOR A POSITION CONTACT ANY DINING CENTER OR
APPLY ONLINE: HTTP:/-WvWV BGSU.EDU/OFFICES«A/DINING€MPLOYHTML

Tor details call 372-2331
or stop by
531 Education Building
E-Mail us at
amreadsObgnet bgsu edu

Stop by our Office al
1045 N. Main Si.
or check website

www.meccabg.com
for complete listings
for next year.

372 2563
372 2781
372 2771
372 2766

udKObgnet.bgtuedu
udsf Ab^rwt bgsu edit
jdim Ngratbgtutdu
udsg^bgnei bgsu Mu

♦ Krwacrwr
♦ Student Union
♦ Athletic Concessions
»Citing

372 2826
372.2641
372.2507
372 7505

uaskObgnef bg»u odu
udsuftbgittt bgturtu
udsac»bp^.bQSiiedii
u0su«bgnel bgeu sou

